
Turkey: Route
St Paul of Tarsus. Travelled through Turkey. St Paul Trail [1] (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Paul_Trail) . Apparently there is a well known
bike dirt track from Erzerum to (according to cycle touring handbook). Could just be on-road however. Website on trekking in Turkey [2]
(http://www.trekkinginturkey.com/) . Using GPS may be option in Turkey if we want to venture into Wilderness. The famous Silk Road routes
goes through Turkey. There is a Trailblazer book on it [3] (http://www.trailblazer-guides.com/books/) - Describes as overland routes by road 
and rail. However, many "road" routes will be more like dirt tracks.

Istanbul = bus into town probably. Head out of Istanbul, probably a bit by bus again. Head to Lake Abant [4]
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Abant) , very beautiful forested, hilly area, lots of trail potential methinks.

My suggestions is to obviously play by ear when we get there but the North of Turkey offers mountains next to the Black Sea, which could 
offer good routes, which keep cooler, will have to check out local maps. Places for example like Amasya [5]
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amasya) in the mountains look interesting and cooler.

To travel inland= Fields of Bogazkale for 2500 yr old historical area [6]
(http://turkeytravelplanner.com/go/CentralAnatolia/Bogazkale/index.html) . Then head south to the Cappadocia Caves [7]
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cappadocia) for the famous caves built in the mountains (recommended by Meng). Then possibly head to the
Elazig province for lots of water and unwritten about history [8] (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elazig) . Elazig is a university town and big wine 
producer. Bear in mind it will be bloody hot on the mainland, so if the heat is getting to you stick nearer the sea I reckon. To get back to the
coast. Head towards Trabzon [9] (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trabzon) for a historical port. Head towards Erzurum for ancient 4000 yr history,
byzantine walls, university students and mountains [10] (http://www.allaboutturkey.com/erzurum.htm) . My suggestion then is to get the hell
out of Turkey and cross over towards the start of one of the silk routes.
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